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Abstract: The Spatial Information Service Stack Vocabulary Service provides ontologies of interest in the Earth & 
Environmental Sciences domain and a web service interface (API) for querying and navigating these ontologies. In 
developing the SISS Vocabulary Service (SISSVoc), we adopted Australian and international standards of geosciences 
thesauri and terminologies, formalised their encoding in SKOS/RDF, and stored them in a triple store accessible with any 
web browser. Clients maintain a mapping of the terms from their database to the community agreed controlled concepts 
in SISSVoc. This allows for efficient reconciliation of heterogeneous geodata sources in similar or related datastore and 
makes related geodata to be interoperable with the AuScope Discovery portal. 
 
This contribution introduces the Spatial Information Services Stack (SISS) Vocabulary Service [1]. The SISS API 
defines a web service providing a set of operations for accessing and querying the SISS vocabularies which are an 
ontological representation of different geosciences thesauri and their relations. These vocabularies are formalised as RDF 
graphs. The SISS API main aim is to foster semantic interoperability between various web services. The SISS 
Vocabulary Service provides an interpretive medium between queried terms & the community agreed controlled 
vocabularies   
 
A vocabulary needs to be formally managed by using consistent procedures to qualify to be a controlled vocabulary.  
Formalization of vocabularies has been achieved by implementing the following vocabulary conventions and policies: 
 

• Procedures for creation, harvesting and collation of the content from suitable predecessors.  The SISS 
vocabularies have been adapted/ adopted by Australian and international standards of geosciences thesauri and 
terminologies(e.g. the Government Geoscience Information Committee controlled vocabularies for 
commodities, the National Virtual Core Library products definitions, the GeoSciML controlled vocabularies, 
etc.) and formalised their encoding. 

• Enriching the vocabulary by defining relationships and creating hierarchy using the SKOS API as the formal 
model. 

• SKOS vocabulary validation to check for syntax and structural validation. 
• Management and maintenance of the SISS vocabularies. 

 
SISS vocabularies are formalised according to the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) model [2]. SKOS is 
an OWL application, and is described in a W3C recommendation. Its scope is organizing concepts previously available in 
thesauri, taxonomies, and other controlled vocabularies, where the knowledge is largely restricted to rather generic 
broader-then/narrower-than, membership, and cross-vocabulary matching relationships. Each concept is associated with a 
unique identifier (HTTP URI), but may have multiple 'labels'.  Although the SKOS semantics aren't as rich as OWL or 
RDFS it is justified as natural-science vocabularies are suitable for encoding in SKOS. 
 
Validation is checked using W3C RDF validation service tool available online (http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/). 
 
Once validated the vocabularies are then imported and stored in a RDF database or semantic triple known as OpenRDF 
Sesame. The Sesame triple store provides an access point known as the “SPARQL endpoint” over the data that support 
querying in Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL). 
 
The intended scenario for the SISS Vocabulary service is to implement simple HTTP get methods based on principles of 
REST that will hide the complexity of SPARQL queries from the user. The SISS API has been implemented close to 
generic services such the GEMET API for SKOS, developed by the European Environment Agency.  The API methods 
(Web Service operations) have been produced from input in the earth and environmental science domain. Methods like 
getConceptByLabel and getConceptByPrefixedName can be used so that the client doesn’t always have to use a Concept 
URI as a parameter. 
 
OpenRDF Sesame is used for storing and serving a vocabulary but its interface is generally not the best place to maintain 
a vocabulary. The ideal vocabulary maintenance environment entails using a subversion client that supports a workflow 

http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/
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of checking out the latest version of the vocabulary, editing and saving the vocabulary, committing the edited vocabulary 
and resolving any conflicts that occur. 
 
The SISS API serves a number of collaborators that make part of the SISS Vocabularies such as the Water Data  Transfer 
Format with defined mappings, the Earth Resources Commodities Vocabulary, Geological timescale based on the ICS 
2008 stratigraphical chart and National Virtual Core Library product definition. 
 
The SISS API implementation has facilitated the semantic interoperability with other services such as AuScope 
Discovery Portal [3,4] which allows for information retrieval of queried terms from the vocabularies through a single 
search where the users typically are not aware of the behind-the-scenes mechanisms for matching their query terms to the 
vocabularies. 
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